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Block Out Noisy Neighbors!
Today, The Proof Co, a new up-and-coming company that specializes in making sound-proof

items, claims to have perfected their formula of sound proof paint called “The Proof”. The company says
to apply a single continuous layer of paint to whatever room you want sound proofed, whether it be a
bedroom, living room, or a home theater to keep certain sounds in and other sounds out.

The Proof chemist Maeve Hart states that “Daisy Cunningham really outdid herself when she
made ‘The Proof’s formula. It’s this super thick but really smooth and easily applicable paint formula that
only needs one coat to do its job. The Proof really does block out sounds ranging from as low as a small
ball being bounced to as loud as a train on tracks.’

One of The Proof Co.’s testers has also gone on record, saying that “I just painted my room with
it and it keeps me from hearing my neighbors blasting music into the late hours of the night. I can finally
take back control of my sleeping schedule.”

The Proof is made in several different colors and shades that are either neutral, such as white,
beige and gray, or bold, such as blues, reds, and greens, with more to come out in the near future. The
Proof Co. also announces a special service to those who buy any size of paint. This service includes:

● A paint job done by specialized employees who will prime and paint the room or
building.

● A removal job of The Proof done by employees who will apply thinner and repaint your
walls to a prior state.

● A quote before the job is started and an option to decline service.

The Proof Co. announces that the final product releases on December 1st, 2021. The Proof Co.
also guarantees that those who preorder The Proof by November 10th receives their bucket of The Proof a
day earlier, and that those who order between the dates of November 1st to February 29th receives 25%
off on their order.
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For further information, please contact Avery Tallone
at 748-965-5460, email iatallonet@netmail.com


